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school girl

Nicole's phone buzzed. It was from her relationship term , Coleman. He would often send her

Adjective messages during the day, just to say hi, or he was thinking about her. Even after

Number years, he still made her feel special, through the good, the bad and the Adjective ! Since

the kids had moved out, Nicole had seen a new side of Coleman. Worried that they might both suffer from

'Empty Nest' syndrome, they both made commitments to each other that they would try to surprise each other

each week. This week was Coleman's week! Some weeks he would surprise her with a Adjective dinner

out, or a trip to the movies. Sometimes Nicole would give Coleman an 'all over' massage or she'd cook his

favorite dinner. It was Thursday and Coleman had not surprised her yet. Nicole was getting a little disappointed!

Verb - Present ends in ING up her phone, she read the message

"Sending you something in the post. For tonight. Lots of love, Daddy XO"

Coleman had never signed off as 'Daddy' before! Nicole wondered, what could he be up to? Does he want more

children? Is he really missing the kids? What could be going on?

Trying to put it out of her mind, Nicole continued about her daily tasks. A subsequent message from Coleman

told her simply that I'll organize dinner. XO Daddy'. He used that term again!

About Number pm , a courier arrived at Nicole's door. She Verb - Past Tense for the package and

Verb - Past Tense to the kitchen table, opening it. Peering in, she could not believe it. It was - no! Peeking

again,



picking out the contents of the package. No! She blushed! Could it be - but - no but yes! She pulled out a school-

girl like skirt and color blouse. Inside the package was a color lace matching bra and brief set.

It was very sexy! Her mind was immediately put at ease! Picking up her phone, she quickly texted Coleman:

'Got your package, Daddy. Can't wait for you to come home'
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